The formation of strand breaks in DNA after high-LET irradiation: a comparison of data from in vitro and cellular systems.
This paper presents a summary of our understanding to date of the formation of DNA strand breaks induced by highly energetic particle beams (high-LET radiation). We have compared our own recent data on the formation of strand breaks induced in DNA in an aqueous solution with our previous data and those of others available from the literature for similar lesions made in cellular DNA. When the strand break induction frequency, as number of breaks per Gy per unit DNA, is plotted against LET, a series of biological effect curves (one for each particle atomic number Z) is obtained. The frequency of the formation of single-strand breaks has an RBE of less than 1 for DNA in solution and for DNA in the cell; the frequency of the formation of double-strand breaks (dsb) also has an RBE of less than 1 for DNA in a solution containing low amounts of free radical scavenger(s), while the RBE can be greater than 1 in the 50-200 keV/microns range for cellular DNA. RBE values are with respect to X-rays or cobalt gamma-rays. In cells the level of unrejoined strand breaks is also highest in the 50-200 keV/microns range and may reach 25-35% of the initial break yield depending on particle energy and Z-value. These irreparable lesions include double-strand scissions and some form(s) of single-strand breaks. The data presented cover results obtained for helium to uranium particles, with an LET range of 16 to 160,000 keV/microns. When different biological end-points are compared a strong correlation is found between induction of dsb, chromosomal abnormalities and mutation induction.